B E N E F I T S & F E AT U R E S
Easy to operate. Regular use of the device can
be trained and learned in a few short hours.
Restraint happens at a distance. Temporarily
restrains an individual from 10 to 25 feet.
Doesn’t rely on pain compliance. Does not use
chemicals, electricity, or other harmful
deterrents that cause pain.
Reduces the risk of higher levels of force.
Because the BolaWrap isn’t designed to cause
pain, it may be used during the first stages of
an encounter before escalation takes place.
Buys officers time. Creates a window of
opportunity to safely advance and detain (or get
help for) individuals.
Can distract, confuse or compel compliance.
The combination of the loud sound and rapid
cord deployment can distract an individual or
encourage compliance.
Provides humane remote restraint. The device
restrains without injury in situations where
reasoning and verbal commands have failed, or
are likely to fail.

EQUIP YOUR AGENCY WITH BOLAWRAP

TETHER
The 7.5-foot Kevlar® cord can wrap around an
individual - even moving subjects - at a range
of 10-25 feet.

ANCHORS
New high-tech MIM with
integrated anchor safety
caps lower the risk of
piercing the skin for both the
officer and the subject.
Delayed offset deployment of
the tether anchors provides
an optimal flight path.

CASSETTE
Electronically deployed and powered
by microgas generators. Reloadable
in 2-6 seconds.

M U LT I - D O T L A S E R
New multi-dot green laser
array is easier to aim and
align than the 100 model’s
line laser design.

BOLAWRAP 150
The 150 is smaller and nearly 20%
lighter than the 100 model. There’s
no charging handle, improving
officer reaction time through a
simple two-step process of turning
on the power switch and pressing
the activation button to deploy when
the laser is on target.

L E D I L L U M I N AT O R
New dual LED flashlight feature
automatically illuminates when
the device is powered on, freeing
up an officer's hands when
responding at night.

B AT T E R Y
10x increased battery life with an
included replaceable battery pack and
LED indicator for device status check
provides years of normal operation.
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